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In the Q range where inelastic x-ray and neutron scattering are applied to the study of acoustic collective
excitations in fluids, various models of the dynamic structure factor S�Q ,�� generalize in different ways the
results obtained from linearized-hydrodynamics theory in the Q→0 limit. Here we show that the models most
commonly fitted to experimental S�Q ,�� spectra can be given a unified formulation. In this way, direct
comparisons among the results obtained by fitting different models become now possible to a much larger
extent than ever. We also show that a consistent determination of the dispersion curve and of the propagation
Q range of the excitations is possible, whichever model is used. We derive an exact formula which describes
in all cases the dispersion curve and allows for the first quantitative understanding of its shape, by assigning
specific and distinct roles to the various structural, thermal, and damping effects that determine the Q depen-
dence of the mode frequencies. The emerging picture describes the acoustic modes as Q-dependent harmonic
oscillators whose characteristic frequency is explicitly renormalized in an exact way by the relaxation pro-
cesses, which also determine, through the widths of both the inelastic and the elastic lines, the whole shape of
collective-excitation spectra.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Significant progress has been made in the last two de-
cades in the field of the experimental investigation of the
collective dynamics of fluids at the atomic scale. This ad-
vance is the consequence of an impressing improvement in
the performances of the two techniques that are most rel-
evant to the study of microscopic dynamics: first, neutron
and, more recently, x-ray inelastic scattering. These spec-
troscopies have in this way firmly established themselves as
complementary methods to the older light �i.e., Brillouin�
scattering technique, extending by orders of magnitude the
ranges of energy and momentum exchanged between the
probe and the sample. In parallel with the experimental ad-
vances, computer simulation techniques have also been de-
veloped to become a major tool for dynamics investigations
thanks to the increase of available computing power.

This situation, by stimulating the production of a large
amount of accurate data on a wide variety of fluids, has also
revived the interest in the theoretical methods for the de-
scription and interpretation of experimental results. Most of
the theoretical tools had already been developed since the
1960s, or earlier. However, the need for methods to extract
reliable and significant information from new experimental
data sets has become a common concern to experimentalists
and computer simulators, besides remaining of course a spe-
cific subject of study for theoreticians. For those who have
had data to analyze, this problem has taken the form of being
able to understand fit models �1–4�. The analysis of experi-
mental results is, in fact, typically performed by fitting to the
spectral data a model function that is believed to incorporate
the relevant features of the dynamics under study. Truly the-
oretical approaches to the calculation of spectra exist, among
which one can mention the extension of kinetic theories to

dense fluids and the mode-coupling theory �1,2�. In this re-
spect, the use of fit models could rather be considered a
phenomenological approach. Undoubtedly, however, the
comparison of experimental results to theoretical calcula-
tions is not the favored option in the great majority of pub-
lished works.

It is quite a remarkable and fortunate case that, in the field
we are interested in here, both all experimental techniques
and computer simulations produce results for exactly the
same physical quantity, which also is of central importance
in the theory. This quantity is the dynamic structure factor
S�Q ,��, i.e., the frequency spectrum of the autocorrelation
function of density fluctuations with wave vector Q, where
Q= �Q�. The discussion of model representations of S�Q ,��
has, therefore, assumed great relevance, including the
comparison of the performance of different models in vari-
ous situations, the assignment of physical meaning to the
parameters that characterize the models, and their generali-
zation and extension to more detailed, or more powerful,
expressions.

In most cases, data are taken directly in, or reduced
through a preliminary analysis to, the form of constant-Q
frequency spectra, and model fitting is carried out separately
at each investigated Q value. By collecting the values found
at the various Q’s, one obtains an experimental Q depen-
dence for each fit parameter, which is the basis for further
developments and speculations, or for comparisons with
other works or other systems. The goodness of the fit, as-
sessed too as a function of Q with standard means such as
the �2 evaluation, can then be taken as an evidence support-
ing, for example, the superiority of a model, or revealing the
onset of a different dynamical process.

A few models of S�Q ,�� �2� are of common use for such
a kind of analysis on a large variety of fluids, in the Q-range
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characteristic of neutron and x-ray inelastic scattering inves-
tigations �broadly speaking, between 0.1 and 20 nm−1, to be
compared with the value Q�0.01 nm−1, typical of Brillouin
light scattering�. Essentially, they are based either on the
generalization of the known behavior of fluid systems in the
linearized-hydrodynamics regime, or on expressions derived
within the memory function approach to the microscopic dy-
namics. A generalization of the Rayleigh-Brillouin triplet
was used, for example, for the analysis of liquid and gaseous
Ar �5� and N2 �6�, liquid Ne �7�, CD4 �8�, Li �9�, and Al2O3
�10�, and the He-Ne gas mixture �11�. The so-called damped
harmonic oscillator model, enriched with an additional spec-
tral term centered at �=0, most usually in the Lorentzian
form, was fitted to data on liquid metals as Ga �12�, K �13�,
Hg �14�, Ni �15�, on liquid alloys Li4Pb �16� and K-Cs �17�,
on liquid para-hydrogen and deuterium �18�, water �19�, NH3
�20�, glycerol �21�, on molten NaCl �22�, on the metal solu-
tion Li-�ND3�4 �23� and on Hg vapor �24�. Other models,
belonging to a family generally named after the theory of
viscoelasticity and formulated in various versions, were fit-
ted to spectra of gaseous He �25�, liquid and gaseous Ne
�26�, the molecular liquids H2 and D2 �27�, CCl4 �28�, SO2
�29�, water �30�, HF �31�, the liquid metals Rb �32�, Cs �33�,
Li �34�, Na �35�, K �36�, Al �37�, and Ga �38�, and the liquid
alloy Rb-Sb �39�. Also, in some cases different models were
used with the same data to describe different Q ranges, such
as for compressed gaseous and liquid Ne �40� and He �41�,
and liquid Rb �42�, Si �43�, and methanol �44�. An extended
review of results for liquid metals was recently published
�45�. The above list includes neutron or x-ray investigations
only, with no claim of completeness.

Given the effort made in this field, and the favorable con-
dition of having all data presented in the form of S�Q ,��
spectra at constant Q, it is regretful that the task of compar-
ing data analyzed by means of different models is usually
difficult, simply because the formulation of these models and
their parametrization are not reduced to a common scheme.

A typical example of this undesirable variety is provided
by the different methods with which the so-called dispersion
curve, i.e., the way the frequency of the excitations depends
on Q, is extracted from experimental data. This ambiguity
derives from the lack of a generally accepted criterion to
obtain this quantity, which in turn reflects a lack of agree-
ment on its definition, or at least on an operative definition.

This paper aims at establishing a common, more general
basis on which all the frequently used models can be set, by
reformulating them in a unified way. As one of the conse-
quences, we will show that, whichever fit model is em-
ployed, the excitation frequency can be consistently defined
and directly obtained from the fit, thus enabling a much
easier and direct comparison among data analyzed by means
of different models. Also, a deeper understanding of the
properties of the dispersion curve will be shown to be pos-
sible if the fit models are expressed in the way proposed
here. We stress, however, that it is not the purpose of this
paper to go into the discussion of which model is more ap-
propriate in one or another situation.

In this work we will refer to the data to which models are
fitted as “experimental” data, including in this denomination
the output of molecular-dynamics simulations. As said be-

fore, “data” generally means S�Q ,�� spectra as functions of
� at a given Q. However, equivalent information is stored in
the corresponding time correlation functions F�Q , t�. We will
show that, if formulated in the way presented here, all fit
models can be immediately converted for application to the
time domain.

Measurements on real systems reflect their fundamental
quantum nature in at least one respect, namely the detailed-
balance effect, that characterizes the spectra with an asym-
metric intensity distribution. However, all models considered
here are based on theories developed for “classical” fluids,
leading to spectra which are even functions of �. It is then
common practice to symmetrize, by means of appropriate
�though in principle never exact� prescriptions �46�, the ex-
perimental spectra before the fit session. Alternatively, the
original, symmetric, fit model is modified, usually with an
�-dependent multiplicative factor, to produce the required
asymmetry. In this work we will assume that the data to be
analyzed have been either converted to, or produced in, the
form of symmetric spectra. Accordingly, we will denote by
S�Q ,�� and F�Q , t� the symmetric frequency spectra and
time correlations, respectively, of a classical fluid.

Also, we will not be concerned in this paper with the
effects of the finite resolution power of the instrumental ap-
paratus or of the simulation algorithm. Usually, the spectral
broadening induced by resolution effects is applied to the
model within the fit procedure. In this way, the best agree-
ment between the original model and the data is assessed
taking into account the resolution effect, while the extracted
information, in terms of fitted parameters, can be considered
as being resolution free.

A few figures will illustrate some of the relevant points
discussed in this paper by using as an example the results of
a recent �8� molecular-dynamics simulation of the center-of-
mass dynamics of liquid deuterated methane �CD4� at a ther-
modynamic state close to the triple point. The paper is struc-
tured in the following way. We briefly recall in Sec. II a few
fundamental results of the theory of microscopic dynamics in
the framework of the memory function approach. These ba-
sic formulas will be used in Sec. III for the analysis of the
Rayleigh-Brillouin triplet and in Sec. IV for the discussion of
various fit models. In Sec. V we address the problem of the
determination of the frequency and propagation Q range of
the excitations. Section VI reports on a general formula
which describes exactly the dispersion curve as obtained
from the various fit models. Section VII contains a compari-
son of the results obtained by analyzing the mentioned simu-
lation data set �8� with two models. The conclusions form the
content of Sec. VIII. Two Appendixes, A and B, contain
results whose derivation would not properly fit in the text.

II. GENERAL FORMULAS IN THE MEMORY FUNCTION
FRAMEWORK

A unified description of the various models applied to the
interpretation of spectra of the density autocorrelation func-
tion in a classical fluid can be obtained in the framework of
the memory function approach. Here we will only report a
few basic formulas that are relevant for our purposes, refer-
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ring the reader to Refs. �1,2� for a general introduction and
details of the memory function theory.

We are interested in the time autocorrelation of the Fou-
rier components, with wave vector Q, of the microscopic
density, that is, the so-called intermediate scattering function

F�Q,t� =
1

N
�

�,�=1

N

�e−iQ·R��0�eiQ·R��t�	

of a fluid composed of N identical particles located at posi-
tions R��t�. Here and in the following we exploit the macro-
scopically isotropic behavior of a fluid by dropping the de-
pendence of F�Q , t� on the direction of Q.

A fundamental result of the theory we are referring to is
that the time evolution of F�Q , t� is described with the help
of a memory function M�Q , t�, leading to the integro-
differential equation

F̈�Q,t� + 

0

t

dt�M�Q,t − t��Ḟ�Q,t�� + ��Q
2 	F�Q,t� = 0,

�1�

where the dots denote time derivatives. More precisely,
M�Q , t� is the second-order memory function in a hierarchy
of equations describing the time dependence of the density
autocorrelation. Equation �1� is derived �2,45� by using an

equation for Ḟ�Q , t� in terms of a first-order memory func-
tion M�1��Q , t�, namely,

Ḟ�Q,t� + 

0

t

dt�M�1��Q,t − t��F�Q,t�� = 0, �2�

together with an equation for the time evolution of
M�1��Q , t� itself in terms of M�Q , t�,

Ṁ�1��Q,t� + 

0

t

dt�M�Q,t − t��M�1��Q,t�� = 0.

We also introduce the frequency spectrum of F�Q , t�, i.e.,
the dynamic structure factor

S�Q,�� =
1

2�



−�

+�

dt e−i�tF�Q,t� , �3�

with the static structure factor

S�Q� = 

−�

+�

d� S�Q,�� = F�Q,0� , �4�

and use in the following the symbol I�Q ,�� to denote the
normalized dynamic structure factor S�Q ,�� /S�Q�. Its kth
frequency moment �kth moment, for short� is written as

��Q
k 	 = 


−�

+�

d� �kI�Q,�� . �5�

The second moment appearing in �1� has, in classical sys-
tems, the value �1�

��Q
2 	 =

kBTQ2

mS�Q�
, �6�

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature
and m is the mass of the particles. We immediately recall
that, at low Q, ��Q

2 	 tends to the Q2-dependent quantity ��0
2	

obtained by replacing S�Q� with its limit value
S�0�=nkBT�s�0, where n is the number density, �s is the
adiabatic compressibility, and �0 is the ratio of the constant
pressure �cp� to the constant-volume �cv� specific heat, so
that ��0

2	 can be related to the adiabatic sound velocity cs

=1/�nm�s by the simple formula

��0
2	 =

cs
2Q2

�0
. �7�

We also define the symbol �L
2�Q� through the relationship

�2,45�

��Q
4 	 = �L

2�Q���Q
2 	 , �8�

with the low-Q behavior �L
2�Q��cL

2Q2, where cL=c��0� is
the Q=0 value of the infinite-frequency sound velocity �1�.

Since the developments that lead to �1� are carried out
within the general framework of a classical theory, with
F�Q , t� having the property of being real and even in time,
the theory intrinsically assigns to F�Q , t� the fundamental

property Ḟ�Q ,0�=0, as it is immediately seen from �2�. This
implies the existence of a finite second moment. In fact, be-

ing Ḟ�Q , t� an odd function of t, for t=0 it either has a zero

value or is not defined. However, if Ḟ�Q ,0�=0 then surely

F̈�Q ,0� also exists and is finite. Then, the well-known rela-
tion between the zero-time properties of F�Q , t� and the mo-
ments of I�Q ,��,

� dk

dtk F�Q,t�
F�Q,0���t=0

= ik��Q
k 	 , �9�

is applicable with k=2, yielding F̈�Q ,0� /F�Q ,0�=−��Q
2 	, as

is also shown by �1�. It must be noted that, in general, the
theory expressed by �1� does not ensure the applicability of
�9� for any k�2. In particular, for the models considered
here, all derived from �1� with specific choices of M�Q , t�, it
will be seen that �9� ceases to be applicable, because the
left-hand side is not defined, for k=3 �see Secs. III, IV A,
and IV B� or k=5 �see Secs. IV C and IV D�, and that the
fourth or sixth moment diverge, respectively.

Equation �1� is solved via Laplace transformation with

initial conditions given by �4� and by Ḟ�Q ,0�=0, yielding

F̃�Q,z�
S�Q�

= z +
��Q

2 	

z + M̃�Q,z�
�−1

, �10�

where F̃�Q ,z� and M̃�Q ,z� are the Laplace transforms of
F�Q , t� and M�Q , t�. The dynamic structure factor is then
obtained from �2�
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S�Q,��
S�Q�

=
1

�
Re

F̃�Q,i��
S�Q�

. �11�

In the framework of the memory function theory, attempts
at grasping the main features of the microscopic dynamics of
fluids are made by exploiting the known properties of the
memory function �essentially its t=0 value, given by
M�Q ,0�=�L

2�Q�− ��Q
2 	 �2�� and by modeling, through rea-

sonable guesses, the unknown time dependence of M�Q , t�.
All the models we will be concerned with here express
M�Q , t� as a sum of terms with two basic types of time
dependence: either a 	-function, which amounts to assuming
no memory effects at all, or an exponential decay. We remark
that the use of a 	-function in M�Q , t� actually violates the
just given prescription for M�Q ,0�. The models where this is
done �see Secs. III, IV A, and IV B� are to be understood as
limit cases, where a 	�t�-term is introduced to express the
fact that the decay of the memory function �or at least of a
part of it� becomes extremely fast compared to the slower
and slower decay of F�Q , t� when approaching the hydrody-
namic limit. The memory function formalism, however, per-
mits to treat these cases as well, reproducing the theoretical
results of hydrodynamics that were historically derived by
different routes. In any case, models of M�Q , t� containing a
	�t�-term give rise to spectra that do not possess a finite
fourth moment.

Reminding that the Laplace transforms of 	�t� and of
exp�−at� are 1/2 and 1/ �z+a�, respectively, we note that,
with these kinds of terms, simple algebraic steps can always
put Eq. �10� in the form

F̃�Q,z�
S�Q�

=
V�z�
W�z�

, �12�

where V and W are polynomials in the variable z �with real,
Q-dependent coefficients�. The degree of W, denoted by p, is
the number of exponential terms in M�Q , t� plus two, and the
degree of V is p−1. Moreover, the second-highest-degree
terms in the two polynomials necessarily have the same co-
efficient, a fact that can be shown to be related to the condi-
tion of finiteness of the second moment. For example, a
memory function

M�Q,t� = 2k1�Q�	�t� + k2�Q�exp�− a�Q�t� �13�

produces

F̃�Q,z�
S�Q�

=
z2 + f1�Q�z + f2�Q�

z3 + g1�Q�z2 + g2�Q�z + g3�Q�
�14�

with f1�Q�=g1�Q�=k1�Q�+a�Q�, f2�Q�=k1�Q�a�Q�+k2�Q�,
g2�Q�= f2�Q�+ ��Q

2 	, and g3�Q�=a�Q���Q
2 	.

An explicit expression of the dynamic structure factor can
then be obtained in more ways. One can set z= i� in �10� and
use �11� to get

I�Q,�� =
1

�

��Q
2 	M��Q,��

��2 − ��Q
2 	 + �M��Q,���2 + ��M��Q,���2 ,

�15�

where M̃�Q , i��=M��Q ,��+ iM��Q ,��. In particular, one
has M��Q ,��=k1 and M��Q ,��=0 for M�Q , t�=2k1	�t�, and
M��Q ,��=k2a / ��2+a2� and M��Q ,��=−�k2 / ��2+a2� for
M�Q , t�=k2 exp�−at�. Formula �15� is quite general and writ-
ten in a very compact form. It tends, however, to hide some
important properties of the specific memory-function model,
that are better appreciated when I�Q ,�� is expressed in other
equivalent forms.

Another expression for I�Q ,�� is found if one applies

�11� with F̃�Q ,z� /S�Q� in the polynomial-ratio form �12�. It
is easily seen that I�Q ,�� too is obtained as a ratio of poly-
nomials in the variable �2, where the highest-degree term in
the denominator is of order �2p, and the highest-degree term
in the numerator is, at most, of order �2p−4. Thus, I�Q ,��
appears immediately to have the required properties of being
an even function of � and of going to zero, for �→ ±�, at
least as fast as �−4.

A third, useful, way of writing the dynamic structure fac-
tor is obtained as follows. Starting again from �12�, let zj�Q�
be the p complex solutions of the equation

W�z� = 0. �16�

Since the solutions of �16� are, in general, all distinct, one
can find p complex coefficients Ij�Q� such that

F̃�Q,z�
S�Q�

= �
j=1

p
Ij�Q�

z − zj�Q�
, �17�

from which, using again �11�, one finds

I�Q,�� =
1

�
�
j=1

p
− Re Ij Re zj + Im Ij�� − Im zj�

�Re zj�2 + �� − Im zj�2 . �18�

Here and throughout this paper the Q dependence of zj and Ij
is omitted for simplicity. This last form of I�Q ,�� will be
used repeatedly in the following.

The intermediate scattering function is, from �17�,

F�Q,t�
F�Q,0�

= �
j=1

p

Ij exp�zj�t�� , �19�

which for t=0 gives the normalization

�
j=1

p

Ij = 1. �20�

The first time derivative of �19� is Ḟ�Q , t� /F�Q ,0�
=� j=1

p Ij�±zj�exp�zj�t��, where the sign is in accord with the
sign of t. Thus, the condition for the existence of a finite
second moment of I�Q ,�� translates into
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�
j=1

p

Ijzj = 0. �21�

Further differentiation yields F̈�Q , t� /F�Q ,0�
=� j=1

p Ijzj
2 exp�zj�t��, and from �9�

��Q
2 	 = − �

j=1

p

Ijzj
2. �22�

If the third time derivative of F�Q , t� /F�Q ,0� is also zero at
t=0, i.e., if � j=1

p Ijzj
3=0, a finite fourth moment is ensured

and given by

��Q
4 	 = �

j=1

p

Ijzj
4. �23�

This happens when the memory function has the correct
starting value M�Q ,0�=�L

2�Q�− ��Q
2 	.

We end this section by noting that Eq. �19� implies that
the real roots and the real part of the complex roots must be
negative for the physical constraint that F�Q , t� must decay
to zero at large t. Also, from �12� and �17� it can be shown
that �47�

Ij = lim
z→zj

�
k=1

p
Ik

z − zk
�z − zj� =

V�zj�

�
k�j

p

�zj − zk�

. �24�

For all the models of I�Q ,�� considered here, it will be
shown that a value Qmax exists such that, for 0
Q
Qmax,
Eq. �16� has two complex conjugated solutions, which will
be denoted throughout the paper as

zA = z� + iz�, zB = z� − iz�, �25�

where without loss of generality we can take z��0. The
other roots, if existing, are real, and will be referred to by
means of subscripts C, D , . . . . Equation �24� shows that IA
and IB are complex conjugated too

IA = I� + iI�, IB = I� − iI�, �26�

while if zj is real, so is Ij. Finally, one easily realizes that the
conjugated pair z�± iz� contributes to �19� with a term that
can be written as

2I� exp�z��t��
cos�z��t� − ��

cos �
�27�

with tan �=−I� / I�. Thus, we will be dealing with an
F�Q , t� /F�Q ,0� which is the sum of p−2 exponentially de-
caying terms plus one exponentially damped phase-shifted
oscillation. The most frequently used expressions for
I�Q ,��, considered in the following, are obtained from
memory functions with p=2, 3, 4, or 5.

III. THE RAYLEIGH-BRILLOUIN TRIPLET

Before reviewing the various models adopted for the in-
terpretation of I�Q ,�� data in classical fluids, it is convenient

to begin with a detailed discussion of the Rayleigh-Brillouin
�RB� triplet expression of I�Q ,��, since this is known to be
an exact theoretical expression, although only valid asymp-
totically in the limit case Q→0. In fact, it is obtained from
the linearized-hydrodynamics theory of a fluid continuum,
which not only predicts the general form of I�Q ,�� but also
establishes the explicit low-Q-dependence of the parameters
in terms of products of Q2 times an appropriate quantity
related to well-defined thermophysical properties of the sys-
tem. In practice, in the whole Q range that is typical of light
scattering studies, the RB triplet is a working theory that
accounts extremely well for the observed dynamics of dense
fluids, so that it has actually been used to carry out spectro-
scopic measurements of various thermophysical quantities in
a large number of substances.

The hydrodynamic theory �1,47,48� that leads to the ex-
pression of the RB spectrum is not formulated in terms of a
memory function. Here, however, we highlight the underly-
ing similarity among the various models of I�Q ,�� by recall-
ing the derivation of the RB line shape from an appropriate
expression for M�Q , t�. This has exactly the form �13�,

M�Q,t� = 2�Q2	�t� + ��0 − 1���0
2	exp�− �0DTQ2t� ,

�28�

where �= ��4/3�s+b� /mn is the kinematic longitudinal
viscosity, defined through the shear �s� and bulk �b� vis-
cosities, and DT=� /ncp is the thermal diffusivity with � the
thermal conductivity. Inserting the Laplace transform of �28�
into �10� gives

F̃�Q,z�
S�Q�

= �z +
��0

2	

z + �Q2 +
��0 − 1���0

2	
z + �0DTQ2 �

−1

, �29�

or, equivalently, expression �14� with the coefficients

f1�Q� = g1�Q� = ��0DT + ��Q2, �30a�

f2�Q� = �1 − 1/�0�cs
2Q2 + �0DT�Q4, �30b�

g2�Q� = cs
2Q2 + �0DT�Q4, �30c�

g3�Q� = DTcs
2Q4. �30d�

Following the procedure outlined in Sec. II, we consider
the cubic equation �16� obtained by setting, for each Q, the
denominator of �14� equal to zero:

z3 + g1�Q�z2 + g2�Q�z + g3�Q� = 0. �31�

We demonstrate in Appendix A the existence of one real and
two complex conjugated roots of �31� for a certain range 0

Q
Qmax. Being the three roots necessarily distinct, it is
possible to write �14� in the form �17� with j=A ,B ,C,
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F̃�Q,z�
S�Q�

=
IA

z − zA
+

IB

z − zB
+

IC

z − zC
, �32�

where, as shown in Sec. II, zC denotes the real root and IC is
real. The solutions of �31� obey the well-known Viète rela-
tions

zA + zB + zC = 2z� + zC = − g1�Q� , �33a�

zAzB + �zA + zB�zC = z�2 + z�2 + 2z�zC = g2�Q� , �33b�

zAzBzC = �z�2 + z�2�zC = − g3�Q� . �33c�

The conditions of normalization �20� and of existence of a
finite second moment �21� give

2I� + IC = 1, �34a�

2I�z� − 2I�z� + ICzC = 0. �34b�

For later use we define the quantity b=−I� / I�, which from
�34� is found to be b=−�ICzC / �1− IC�+z�� /z�. Moreover,
from �24�, �30d�, and �33c�, one obtains

IC =
z�2 + z�2

�zC − z��2 + z�21 +
zC

�0DTQ2� . �35�

Thus, once the roots zj are found, expression �32� is fully
determined. Finally, making use of �22�, �34�, �30d�, and
�33c�, one finds that −�Ijzj

2 gives the second moment value
�7�, while the condition of existence of a finite fourth mo-
ment is not satisfied, since �Ijzj

3=�Q2��0
2	 which is a non-

zero quantity.
By taking the real part of �32� with z= i�, introducing the

positive quantities

zh = − zC, zs = − z�, �s = z�, �36�

and defining

Ih = IC, Is = I�, bs = b , �37�

the usual formula for the RB triplet �1–3,47�

I�Q,�� =
1

�
Ih

zh

�2 + zh
2 + Is

zs + bs�� + �s�
�� + �s�2 + zs

2

+ Is
zs − bs�� − �s�
�� − �s�2 + zs

2 � �38�

is obtained. Subscripts h and s remind the identification of
the central �Rayleigh� Lorentzian line with a heat mode, and
of the side �Brillouin� peaks with sound modes, following
the notation of Ref. �5�. In �38� �s is the frequency shift of
the inelastic lines, zh and zs have the usual meaning of half-
width at half-maximum of the central and shifted Lorentzian
lines, respectively, Ih and Is are the corresponding ampli-
tudes, given by �35� and �34a� as

Ih =
zs

2 + �s
2

�zh − zs�2 + �s
21 −

zh

�0DTQ2� , �39�

Is =
1 − Ih

2
, �40�

while

bs =
1

�s
 Ih

1 − Ih
zh + zs� �41�

is an “asymmetry parameter” which distorts the pure Lorent-
zian shape of the Brillouin lines and has the right expression
to ensure a convergent second moment of I�Q ,��. The cor-
responding intermediate scattering function is, in agreement
with �19� and �27�,

F�Q,t�
F�Q,0�

= Ihe−zh�t� + 2Ise
−zs�t�

cos��s�t� − ��
cos �

�42�

with the phase shift � given by tan �=bs.
The values of zh, zs, �s, Ih, Is, and bs for an arbitrary Q

value �provided that Q
Qmax� can only be obtained from the
solution of �31� and use of �36� and �37�. However, the
asymptotic Q→0 behaviors have explicit expressions �see
Appendix A�,

zh = DTQ2 − ��0 − 1��� − DT�
DT

2Q4

cs
2 + O�Q6� , �43�

zs =
���0 − 1�DT + ��Q2

2
+

��0 − 1��� − DT�DT
2Q4

2cs
2 + O�Q6� ,

�44�

�s = csQ − ���0 − 1���0 + 3�DT
2 − 2��0 − 1�DT� + �2�

Q3

8cs

+ O�Q5� , �45�

and, using �39�–�41�, Ih= �1−1/�0�+O�Q2�, Is=1/ �2�0�
+O�Q2�, and bs= �3��0−1�DT+��Q / �2cs�+O�Q3�.

IV. MODELS FOR THE DYNAMIC STRUCTURE FACTOR

A. The generalized hydrodynamic model

Based on the fact that the RB triplet is the exact behavior
predicted by the linearized-hydrodynamics theory in the
Q→0 limit, it is a straightforward generalization to take it as
a possible model of I�Q ,�� also for situations where its ap-
plication with exact hydrodynamic coefficients cannot ac-
count properly for the spectral shape. The RB triplet so be-
comes a fit function which we will refer to as the
“generalized hydrodynamic model” �49�. The memory func-
tion is still written in the form �28�,

M�Q,t� = 2B�Q�	�t� + ���Q� − 1���Q
2 	exp�− �T�Q�t� ,

�46�

but the four parameters become unknown functions of Q to
be determined, which at small Q can be represented by series
expansions with dominant, lowest-order, terms fixed by the
exact RB theory. Thus, for Q→0 we have ��Q���0,
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B�Q���Q2, �T�Q���0DTQ2, and ��Q
2 	���0

2	. Equation
�14� is still valid, with coefficients given now by the gener-
alization of �30�,

f1�Q� = g1�Q� = B�Q� + �T�Q� , �47a�

f2�Q� = B�Q��T�Q� + ���Q� − 1���Q
2 	 , �47b�

g2�Q� = B�Q��T�Q� + ��Q���Q
2 	 , �47c�

g3�Q� = �T�Q���Q
2 	 . �47d�

The spectrum I�Q ,�� is still given by �38�, where, how-
ever, the Q dependence of the quantities zh, zs, �s, Ih, Is, and
bs will be, in general, different from that of linearized hydro-
dynamics. Expression �42� for the intermediate scattering
function remains also valid. The mathematical structure un-
derlying �29� and �38� is preserved and ensures the persisting
validity of the result �33�, �40�, and �41�, with �39� rewritten
as

Ih =
zs

2 + �s
2

�zh − zs�2 + �s
21 −

zh

�T�Q�
� . �48�

It is then clear that, in order to fit �38� to experimental
data at a given Q value, one needs to let four parameters free:
the frequency �s, the line widths zh and zs, and one ampli-
tude parameter, say Ih, accounting for the actually observed
distribution of intensity among the three lines of the spec-
trum. �In addition, an overall normalization constant should
also be fitted if the spectral data are not normalized or nor-
malizable.� From the fitted parameters, it is easy to derive the
original parameters of �46�: once �T�Q� is found from �48�,
and rewriting �33� in terms of zh, zs, �s, one obtains B�Q�
and ��Q

2 	 from �47a� and �47d�, and finally, �47c� can be
inverted to yield ��Q�. The results are

�T�Q� = zh1 − Ih

�zh − zs�2 + �s
2

zs
2 + �s

2 �−1

, �49a�

B�Q� = zh + 2zs − �T�Q� , �49b�

��Q
2 	 =

zh�zs
2 + �s

2�
�T�Q�

, �49c�

��Q� =
2zhzs + zs

2 + �s
2 − B�Q��T�Q�

��Q
2 	

. �49d�

B. The damped harmonic oscillator model

In the context of the collective dynamics of liquids, the
damped harmonic oscillator �DHO� model can be viewed as
a simplified version of the hydrodynamic theory, correspond-
ing to the special case of an RB triplet with �0=1. If the
other parameters are given the same Q dependence as in
�28�, the resulting spectrum is therefore only suitable for
describing the very-low-Q dynamics of a system with
�0=1, a rather special case indeed. The DHO model is, as a

fact, typically used, at larger Q values, as a fit function with
Q-dependent free parameters. However, its properties can be
more easily understood if one first assumes for the memory
function the explicit Q dependence of �28�, obtaining simply
M�Q , t�=2�Q2	�t�. The presence of the 	-function qualifies
the DHO as another model for which no even moment of
I�Q ,�� of higher-than-second order is finite. Equation �10�
becomes F̃�Q ,z� /S�Q�= �z+ ��0

2	 / �z+�Q2��−1, and �12� is
obtained as

F̃�Q,z�
S�Q�

=
z + f1�Q�

z2 + g1�Q�z + g2�Q�
, �50�

with the coefficients f1�Q�=g1�Q�=�Q2 and g2�Q�=cs
2Q2.

Note that now, because �0=1, ��0
2	=cs

2Q2, and the adiabatic
sound speed coincides here with the isothermal one. The
second-degree polynomial in the denominator of �50� has, in
the range 0
Q
Qmax=2cs /�, two complex conjugated
roots written as in �25� with

z� = −
�Q2

2
, �51a�

z� = csQ�1 − �Q2/2

csQ
�2

. �51b�

Thus, thanks to its simplicity, the DHO model with fixed Q
dependence of the parameters has explicit expressions for the
roots zj. It must be noted that, with �0=1, all higher-order
terms in �44� can be shown to vanish leaving �51a�, while
�45� reduces exactly to the series expansion of the square
root of �51b�.

Expression �50� can be written as F̃�Q ,z� /S�Q�= IA /
�z−zA�+ IB / �z−zB� with IA and IB defined as in �26�,
IA+ IB=1 �or I�=1/2�, and b=−I� / I�=−z� /z�. The spectrum
I�Q ,��, using again the identifications �36� and �37� for zs,
�s, and bs, is

I�Q,�� =
1

�
1

2

zs + bs�� + �s�
�� + �s�2 + zs

2 +
1

2

zs − bs�� − �s�
�� − �s�2 + zs

2 � ,

�52�

as it was recognized in Ref. �50�. This shows that the DHO
line shape is a doublet of inelastic lines having the same
formal expression as in the RB triplet �38�. We will come
back to this point later in this section. Here we remind that
the form �52� should not induce one to expect an always
evident two-peak spectrum, since, with increasing Q, the
amount of overlap of the two lines increases until they merge
into a single central line. The intermediate scattering func-
tion is simply

F�Q,t�
F�Q,0�

= e−zs�t�
cos��s�t� − ��

cos �
�53�

with tan �=bs=zs /�s.
The DHO model is customarily written not as in �52� but

in the form �15�,
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I�Q,�� =
1

�

2��2

��2 − �2�2 + 4�2�2 , �54�

where �2 is an usual substitute for ��0
2	. The parameters in

�52� and �54� are related by

� =
�Q2

2
= zs, �55�

�2 = �s
2 + zs

2. �56�

As already noticed, the DHO line shape has only found
practical application, in the form �54�, as a fit model corre-
sponding to the memory function M�Q , t�=4��Q�	�t�, by
letting � and � be free Q-dependent parameters �with �2

now standing, in general, for ��Q
2 	�. However, the lack of a

central peak makes it too rough a model in most cases. Thus,
it is usual practice to let the DHO doublet play the role of
describing the inelastic peaks due to the viscous relaxation,
and to supplement the model with an extra central line, most
often of Lorentzian shape. The result is nothing else than
recovering the generalized hydrodynamic model of Sec.
IV A, except for the introduction of an unnecessary inconsis-
tency. Indeed, the addition of a Lorentzian line to a spectrum
having a finite second moment unavoidably makes the latter
diverge to infinity. The asymmetry parameter bs in �52� has,
in fact, the correct value for the situation where no central
line is present, a value that cannot be maintained when a
Lorentzian line is added to I�Q ,��. In other words, the fit
model obtained by such a modification of the pure DHO
spectrum has inelastic peaks with a wrong asymmetry. De-
spite the formal identity of �52� with the inelastic part of the
generalized hydrodynamic model, in order to recover the lat-
ter by modifying the DHO expression, one should add to this
not only the missing central Lorentzian line, but also another
symmetric term, centered at �=0, that restores the correct
large-� behavior. It is, in fact, easy to rewrite �38� as

I�Q,�� =
1

�

Ihzh

�2 + zh
2 +

2Is

�

2��2

��2 − �2�2 + 4�2�2

+
Ihzh

�

�2 − �2

��2 − �2�2 + 4�2�2 ,

with � and � given by �55� and �56�. The second term is a
DHO spectrum �normalized to 1− Ih�, while the last term
does not contribute to the zeroth moment.

C. The viscoelastic model

The so-called viscoelastic model is a widely used repre-
sentation of the dynamics of collective modes. The physical
reasons behind the introduction of this model are clearly ex-
posed in Ref. �2� and will not be recalled here. We only
mention one distinctive property of the model, that marks its
difference from those of Secs. IV A and IV B, namely the
fact that the memory function now has the correct, finite,
zero-time value M�Q ,0�=�L

2�Q�− ��Q
2 	, which implies the

existence of a finite fourth moment of I�Q ,��. This result is
simply the consequence of having removed the 	-function

term from �46�, by replacing it with an exponentially decay-
ing term, so that

M�Q,t� = �L
2�Q�exp�− t/��Q�� + ���Q� − 1���Q

2 	

�exp�− �T�Q�t� , �57�

where we have set �L
2�Q�=�L

2�Q�−��Q���Q
2 	 following

the notation of Ref. �34�. The term “viscoelastic” was origi-
nally attributed to a simpler model where ��Q�=1 in the
above formula, so that M�Q , t� is made of only the first ex-
ponential term �51�. We will not consider this model here,
reserving the name “viscoelastic” to the more general case of
�57�. In �57� ��Q� denotes the new time constant, �L

2�Q� is
defined as in �8�, and all other symbols retain the same
meaning as in �46�. All the parameters entering �57� are to be
fitted to the data, and are unknown functions of Q except for
the Q→0 behavior, which, as for the generalized hydrody-
namic model, is known to be ��Q���0, �T�Q���0DTQ2,
and ��Q

2 	���0
2	, and moreover, �L

2�Q��cL
2Q2.

As for the low-Q behavior of ��Q�, an important feature
of the viscoelastic model is that 1 /��Q� does not vanish for
Q→0 �2�, but tends to a limit value 1/�0. Inserting the
Laplace transform of �57� into �10� gives

F̃�Q,z�
S�Q�

= �z +
��Q

2 	

z +
�L

2�Q�
z + 1/��Q�

+
���Q� − 1���Q

2 	
z + �T�Q�

�
−1

.

�58�

Then, for the viscoelastic model to go over onto the RB
triplet predicted by theory for Q→0, the term �L

2�Q� /
�z+1/��Q�� in �58� should behave as the corresponding
term of �29�, namely as �Q2. Since �L

2�Q� goes to zero as Q2,
this condition implies a nonzero limit for 1 /��Q�, so that,
being the spectrum confined to lower frequencies the lower
is Q, when the condition ���1 is fulfilled 1/��Q� domi-
nates over z and the denominator tends to a constant. This
argument fixes the value of �0 through the relationship
1/�0= �cL

2 −cs
2� /� �2�.

The viscoelastic expression of I�Q ,�� is usually written
in the form �15� with

M��Q,�� =

�L
2�Q�

1

��Q�

�2 +  1

��Q�
�2 +

���Q� − 1���Q
2 	�T�Q�

�2 + �T
2�Q�

,

�59a�

M��Q,�� = − �
�L

2�Q�

�2 +  1

��Q�
�2 − �

���Q� − 1���Q
2 	

�2 + �T
2�Q�

.

�59b�

Here, proceeding as in Sec. IV A, we write
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F̃�Q,z�
S�Q�

=
z3 + f1�Q�z2 + f2�Q�z + f3�Q�

z4 + g1�Q�z3 + g2�Q�z2 + g3�Q�z + g4�Q�
�60�

with

f1�Q� = g1�Q� =
1

��Q�
+ �T�Q� , �61a�

f2�Q� =
�T�Q�
��Q�

+ �L
2�Q� − ��Q

2 	 , �61b�

f3�Q� = �L
2�Q��T�Q� +

���Q� − 1���Q
2 	

��Q�
, �61c�

g2�Q� =
�T�Q�
��Q�

+ �L
2�Q� , �61d�

g3�Q� = �L
2�Q��T�Q� + ��Q

2 	�T�Q� +
��Q�
��Q�

� , �61e�

g4�Q� =
��Q

2 	�T�Q�
��Q�

, �61f�

and we set to zero the denominator of �60� to get the quartic
equation �16�,

z4 + g1�Q�z3 + g2�Q�z2 + g3�Q�z + g4�Q� = 0. �62�

We show in Appendix B that, for 0
Q
Qmax, two of the
four solutions of �62� are real and different �zC ,zD� and the
other two are complex conjugated, so that all four roots are
distinct. Then one can write

F̃�Q,z�
S�Q�

=
IA

z − zA
+

IB

z − zB
+

IC

z − zC
+

ID

z − zD
, �63�

with real IC and ID, and IA and IB given by �25�. Equations
�20� and �21� give

2I� + IC + ID = 1, �64a�

2I�z� − 2I�z� + ICzC + IDzD = 0. �64b�

Using again �36� and �37� and introducing the two new sym-
bols z2=−zD and I2= ID, �64� gives

bs =
1

�s
 Ihzh + I2z2

1 − Ih − I2
+ zs� . �65�

It can also be shown that

Ih =
zs

2 + �s
2

�zh − zs�2 + �s
2 z2

z2 − zh
�1 −

zh�2zs + z2�
�T�Q�/��Q�� , �66�

I2 =
zs

2 + �s
2

�z2 − zs�2 + �s
2 zh

zh − z2
�1 −

z2�2zs + zh�
�T�Q�/��Q�� , �67�

so that, by solving, for example, �66� for �T�Q� /��Q� and
substituting into �67�, and using �64� and �65�, I2, Is, and bs

can all be expressed in terms of Ih. The Viète formulas for
Eq. �62� are

2zs + zh + z2 = g1�Q� , �68a�

zs
2 + �s

2 + 2zs�zh + z2� + zhz2 = g2�Q� , �68b�

�zs
2 + �s

2��zh + z2� + 2zszhz2 = g3�Q� , �68c�

�zs
2 + �s

2�zhz2 = g4�Q� . �68d�

By using �65�, �66�, �68d�, and �61f�, it can be shown that
−�Ijzj

2 coincides with ��Q
2 	, as dictated by �22�, and that

�Ijzj
3=0, ensuring a finite fourth moment whose value, using

�8�, turns out to be the expected �23�.
The whole development expressed by formulas �60�–�68�

follows closely the analogous treatment of Sec. IV A. It is
then clear that, by pursuing it one step further, �63� can be
translated, by means of �11�, into an expression for I�Q ,��
alternative to the usual one and similar to �38�,

I�Q,�� =
1

�
Ih

zh

�2 + zh
2 + I2

z2

�2 + z2
2 + Is

zs + bs�� + �s�
�� + �s�2 + zs

2

+ Is
zs − bs�� − �s�
�� − �s�2 + zs

2 � . �69�

The spectrum �69� has thus a four-line structure, which, com-
pared to �38�, has one more central Lorentzian. Appendix B
shows that for Q→0 the widths zh and zs behave as the
corresponding quantities of the generalized hydrodynamic
model, while z2 does not vanish as Q2 but tends to 1/�0. The
asymmetry parameter bs has, as for the other models, the
right value to ensure finiteness of the second moment. Ih, Is,
and bs also behave for Q→0 as in the hydrodynamic model.
The presence of the second central line ensures a finite fourth
moment, and it is therefore not surprising that, in the
Q→0 limit, I2 goes to zero as Q4 in order to recover expres-
sion �38�, as also shown in Appendix B. The intermediate
scattering function is immediately written as

F�Q,t�
F�Q,0�

= Ihe−zh�t� + I2e−z2�t� + 2Ise
−zs�t�

cos��s�t� − ��
cos �

,

�70�

where, as usual, tan �=bs with bs given by �65�.
When the viscoelastic model is applied in the form given

by �15� and �59�, the five quantities appearing in �57� are
used as fit parameters. We observe that, alternatively and in
full analogy with what is done in Sec. IV A, one can use �69�
as a fit function, for each given Q value, with free parameters
zh, z2, zs, �s, and Ih. In terms of these, the original parameters
of the memory function can be derived as follows. The prod-
uct P=�T�Q��1/��Q�� is taken from �66�, while the sum
S=�T�Q�+1/��Q� is obtained by equating �61a� and �68a�.
Then �T�Q� and 1/��Q� are immediately calculated as
the solutions of x2−Sx+ P=0. From �61f�, one has
��Q

2 	=g4�Q���Q� /�T�Q�, with g4�Q� given by �68d�, while,
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analogously, �L
2�Q� can be taken, for example, from �61d�

using �68b�. Finally, ��Q� is obtained through �61e� and
�68c�. The results are

�T�Q�
��Q�

= zh�2zs + z2��1 − Ih

�zh − zs�2 + �s
2

zs
2 + �s

2  z2 − zh

z2
��−1

,

�71a�

�T�Q� +
1

��Q�
= zh + z2 + 2zs, �71b�

�L
2�Q� = zhz2 + 2zs�zh + z2� + zs

2 + �s
2 −

�T�Q�
��Q�

, �71c�

��Q
2 	 =

zhz2�zs
2 + �s

2�
�T�Q�/��Q�

, �71d�

��Q� =
1

�T�Q� −
1

��Q�

�T�Q� −
1

��Q
2 	

�2zhz2zs + �zh + z2�

��zs
2 + �s

2� − �L
2�Q��T�Q��� . �71e�

The formulation �69� of the viscoelastic model as a four-
line fit function was not reported before. Nonetheless, a
nearly identical expression for I�Q ,�� had been derived ear-
lier in a different context. The linearized-hydrodynamics
theory that leads to the RB triplet was indeed modified by
Mountain �52� to account for the thermal relaxation that
arises in molecular fluids because of the coupling between
translational and intramolecular degrees of freedom. A theo-
retical expression for I�Q ,��, to be used in the typical Q
range of Brillouin light scattering, was thus obtained. Simi-
larly to the case of the RB triplet, this expression was not
derived in the framework of the memory function theory, but
it can be shown to correspond to the assumption that

M�Q,t� = 2�1Q2	�t� +
�2Q2

�0
exp�− t/�0� + ��0 − 1���0

2	

�exp�− �0DTQ2t� . �72�

The theory determines the parameters as explicit functions of
Q as in �28�, from which �72� differs for the fact that the
viscosity contribution is split in two terms. The first, where

�1 plays the same role as � in �28�, contributes to M̃�Q ,z�
with a z-independent term, while the second accounts for a
frequency-dependent viscosity, with 1/�0= �cL

2 −cs
2� /�2

�47,52�. If one takes in �72� �1=0 and identifies �2
with the total viscosity, one obtains immediately the Q→0
behavior of �57�. Apart from the presence in �72� of
the 	�t�-term, which, as usual, produces an infinite fourth
moment, the mathematical structure of I�Q ,�� is the same
as in the viscoelastic model. In particular, it was shown
that, under the approximation DTQ2�0�1 �52�, the spectrum
is made of two central Lorentzian lines, corresponding
to nonpropagating modes, and two shifted Brillouin lines,

also represented by undistorted Lorentzians. However,
the expression of I�Q ,�� can be derived exactly, recovering
the correct asymmetric shape of the inelastic peaks and
obtaining a result formally identical to �69�. The low-Q be-
havior is given by zh=DTQ2+O�Q4�, z2=1/�0−�2Q2

+O�Q4�, and zs= ���0−1�DT+ ��1+�2��Q2 /2+O�Q4� for
the line widths, �s=csQ+O�Q3� for the Brillouin
frequency, and Ih= �1−1/�0�+O�Q2�, I2=�2Q2��0

2	�0
3

+O�Q6�, Is=1/ �2�0�+O�Q2�, and bs= �3��0−1�DT+ ��1

+�2��Q / �2cs�+O�Q3� for the amplitude parameters. The sec-
ond central Lorentzian behaves thus, for Q→0, as in the
viscoelastic fit model, with an amplitude vanishing as Q4 and
a width tending to 1/�0. The I�Q ,�� expression of the Moun-
tain theory has not been used as a fit model, with freely
Q-dependent parameters, in Q ranges outside the Brillouin
light scattering regime.

D. The “two-time” viscoelastic model

The viscoelastic model has also found application as a fit
function for I�Q ,�� in an extended version allowing for the
presence of one more relaxation mechanism on a time scale
quite different from that given by ��Q� in �57�. From physi-
cal intuition it is expected �2,45� that such an additional re-
laxation should play a significant role in the low-Q regime.
The memory function for this model, named here the “two-
time” viscoelastic model, reads �2�

M�Q,t� = �L
2�Q���1 − ��Q��exp−

t

�1�Q�
� + ��Q�

�exp−
t

�2�Q�
�� + ���Q� − 1���Q

2 	exp�− �T�Q�t� ,

where �1�Q� is the relaxation time already introduced in �57�,
�2�Q� is a second, larger, time constant, and ��Q� is a weight
factor determining the relative strength of the two relaxation
processes, with 0���Q��1. All other symbols are the same
as in �57�. This model will not be discussed in detail in this
work. We only recall that Eq. �16� is now of fifth degree, and
that by the method applied in Appendix B one finds for
0
Q
Qmax the usual pair of complex conjugated solutions
zA and zB plus three real solutions zC, zD, and zE, giving rise
to a spectrum composed of five lines. The argument that in
Sec. IV C led to the result that, for Q→0, 1 /��Q� has the
nonzero limit 1 /�0 can be repeated here to show that both
1/�1�Q� and 1/�2�Q� must tend to nonzero limits 1 /�10 and
1/�20, which, however, cannot be uniquely determined. One
finds, in fact �45�, 1 / t0= �cL

2 −cs
2� /� where 1/ t0= �1−�0� /�10

+�0 /�20 and �0 is the Q→0 limit of ��Q�.
The lowest-order terms in the power expansions of the

parameters of the model for I�Q ,��, with the usual symbols,
are obtained as zh�DTQ2, z2�1/�10, and z3=−zE�1/�20 for
the widths of the central lines, while the Brillouin frequency
behaves as �s�csQ. For the width of the inelastic lines one
finds zs����0−1�DT+K��Q2 /2, where K=1+�0�1−�0���20

−�10�2 /�10�20. Note that K�1 always, unless �0=0 or 1, or
�10=�20. The amplitudes are, to lowest order, Ih��1−1/�0�,
I2��Q2��0

2	�1−�0��10
4 / t0, and I3= IE��Q2��0

2	�0�20
4 / t0, and
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also Is�1/ �2�0� with bs��3��0−1�DT+K��Q / �2cs�. Thus,
in the asymptotic Q→0 regime, this model does not tend to
the behavior of the RB triplet or of the generalized hydrody-
namic model, unless it reduces, with K=1, to the viscoelastic
model with one relaxation time described in Sec. IV C.

E. Summary of the properties of the various fit
models

By writing in the form �17� the various models reviewed
in this section, one sees that in all cases two complex roots of
Eq. �16� correspond to a pair of inelastic lines. The number
of elastic Lorentzian lines that build up the central peak of
the spectrum is equal to the number p−2 of exponential
terms present in the assumed form of M�Q , t�. We remark
that the presence of a 	�t�-term in the memory function has
no relation with the number of modes, but only with the
absence or existence of a finite fourth moment. The situation
is summarized in Table I, where for completeness we also
include the exact theoretical results expressed by the RB trip-
let and the Mountain theory �47,52�, and the simplified vis-
coelastic fit model mentioned at the beginning of Sec. IV C
�formula �57� with ��Q�=1�.

V. ENERGY AND DAMPING OF THE ACOUSTIC
EXCITATIONS

The question of how to determine in an unambiguous way
the frequencies of the acoustic modes as a function of Q, i.e.,
the so-called “dispersion curve,” though obviously a funda-
mental one, is not settled yet. Indeed, different authors assign
the role of representing the excitation frequency to different
fit parameters or other quantities.

In the Q range where I�Q ,�� shows clear and well-
separated peaks, as it happens in the light scattering case
unless the fluid is a very dilute gas �53–55�, the assignment
of frequencies to such peaks is a rather trivial task, that can
be carried out in different ways, even including visual in-
spection, all leading to virtually indistinguishable results.
This observation may misleadingly suggest to apply the
same criteria for the determination of the excitation frequen-
cies in other dynamical situations at larger Q’s. However, in

the Q range typical of neutron or x-ray scattering, instead of
a three-sharp-line spectrum, a less structured line shape is
often observed, where the presence of the excitations is in-
dicated by, at most, weak side shoulders. In these cases, dif-
ferent methods give rise, for the same data, to a variety of
dispersion curves. As a consequence, the comparison of
works performed by authors employing different criteria has
been in many cases rendered very hard, if not impossible at
all.

In addition to the problem of determining the mode fre-
quencies, an analogous confusion exists on how to evaluate
the Q range where collective excitations have a propagating
nature, ranging from the rather naive point of view that
modes only propagate when they give rise to evident inelas-
tic spectral features to the distinction between underdamped
and overdamped excitations based on various, sometimes
qualitative, criteria. Here too, use of a common language
would facilitate comparisons between works on different
�classes of� systems and help to gain an overall view of the
microscopic dynamics of fluids.

We will here consider in more detail the two problems
mentioned above, starting from the determination of the
mode frequencies. We first recall that, as shown by �45�, the
Q→0 limit behavior of the dispersion curve has the linear
form csQ �47�. However, at Q�0, the hydrodynamic theory
introduces, through the prescripted Q dependence of the pa-
rameters entering �28�, a deviation from linearity, as shown
by the presence of the viscosities and thermal diffusion in the
next-order term of �45�. Moreover, it is clear that a linear
dependence on Q cannot be exact at any Q�0, since this
would require zero curvature of the dispersion curve in a
Q-range of nonzero extent, and therefore a discontinuity in
its second derivative at some Q if the dispersion curve has
somewhere to deviate, as it is experimentally observed, from
a trivial straight line. In other words, the correct low-Q be-
havior of the dispersion curve must include higher-order
terms in addition to csQ.

At the onset of nonhydrodynamic behavior, the memory
function �28� ceases to provide a valid description and needs
to be amended through either a different, unknown, Q depen-
dence of the parameters �the generalized hydrodynamic
model� or, also, by a different time behavior �the viscoelastic
model�. Nevertheless, it is to be expected that the dispersion
relation should analogously maintain a close link to the
damping parameters, while ensuring a smooth transition into
the asymptotic linear form csQ with decreasing Q.

Some confusion on the issue under discussion comes
from a misleading use of the DHO fit model, where
���Q

2 	=��Q�=�m�Q� exactly. Here �m�Q� is the position of
the maximum in the longitudinal-current autocorrelation
spectrum, which is proportional to �2I�Q ,��. Since the mul-
tiplication by �2 is an effective way of obliterating the cen-
tral line of the spectrum to enhance its inelastic part, �m�Q�
is a traditionally employed criterion for assigning the excita-
tion frequencies. The above equation has then induced the
use of two other quantities, namely the fit parameter ��Q�
and ���Q���Q

2 	, as estimators of the mode frequencies in the
general case. The latter includes ���Q� to correct for the fact
that, being in general �0�1, ���Q

2 	 has the wrong lowest-

TABLE I. Number of spectral lines for 0
Q
Qmax in the vari-
ous expressions for I�Q ,�� considered in the paper. p is the degree
of Eq. �16� and the total number of lines, p−2 is the number of
Lorentzian lines in the central peak.

Model p ��Q
4 	

No of
central lines Section

RB triplet �from theory� 3 � 1 III

Mountain theory 4 � 2 IV C

Generalized hydrodynamic 3 � 1 IV A

DHO 2 � 0 IV B

Simplified viscoelastic 3 Finite 1 IV C

Viscoelastic 4 Finite 2 IV C

“Two-time” viscoelastic 5 Finite 3 IV D
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order Q→0 behavior ���Q
2 	����0

2	=csQ /��0 instead of
the correct csQ.

However, in the special case of the low-Q DHO model,
where �0=1 and the parameters are not fitted but have an
explicit and fixed Q dependence, the above-mentioned quan-
tities correspond to the same, exactly linear, function of Q,
��Q�=���0

2	=csQ, which is to be excluded as shown be-
fore. On the contrary, it was recalled in Sec. IV B that the
correct hydrodynamic result for a system with �0=1 is given
by the nonlinear law �see �56��

�s = ��2 − �2 �73�

with �=�Q2 /2. Moreover, when ���Q
2 	 needs to be replaced

by ���Q���Q
2 	 because of the presence of a central peak, one

should immediately realize that the DHO model is being
abandoned, and the equalities �m�Q�=��Q�=���Q

2 	 lose va-
lidity. Thus, even if �m�Q� were considered a correct estima-
tor of the mode frequency, the use of ��Q� or ���Q���Q

2 	
would not be justified for any realistic fit model including a
central line to account for a �0 value different from unity.
There are, however, more reasons to consider �m�Q� and
���Q���Q

2 	 as improper determinations of the excitation
frequency.

As for the position �m�Q� of the maximum of the longi-
tudinal current autocorrelation spectrum, there is no theoret-
ical justification to take it as the correct measure of the ex-
citation energy. Moreover, this procedure may suffer from a
problem of a different kind, reflecting the weakness of a
method that attempts to determine a frequency position
through the analysis of the spectral intensity. The problem is
that the multiplication of I�Q ,�� by �2 always creates a
maximum at nonzero frequency even when a central line is
the only contribution to I�Q ,��, if the second moment has to
be finite. When a true inelastic feature is present, it may or
may not give rise to a maximum of �2I�Q ,�� depending on
its strength: indeed, if it is weak enough, it may only produce
a slight modification of the spectral shape on one side of the
always present maximum. This phenomenon was, for ex-
ample, recognized to lead to a wrong dispersion curve for the
so-called slow sound in a simulated gaseous He-Ne mixture
�56�.

Concerning the use of ���Q���Q
2 	 as a measure of the

mode frequency, we note that the resulting dispersion curve,
apart from the trivial explicit Q2 factor in �6� and the weak Q
dependence of ��Q�, would be mostly determined by the
variation with Q of the static structure factor and completely
independent of fundamental quantities, like DT, �, and �0,
that account for the damping. Thus, the Q dependence of the
excitation energy would essentially reduce to a disguised
static property. Structural effects are indeed important, since
the so-called de Gennes narrowing, occurring just because of
the maximum of S�Q�, is the main cause of the downward
bending of ���Q���Q

2 	. Nevertheless, we believe that the
dispersion curve is a truly dynamical feature of a fluid, of
which the damping mechanisms are essential ingredients,
and that the way they affect the propagation of collective
modes is at the core of the problem under study. One effect

of the damping is, in particular, the slowing down of the
oscillatory behavior of F�Q , t�, which can in no way be at-
tributed to structural reasons only. We will return to this im-
portant point in the next section.

It should also be noted that, if the frequency of the exci-
tations were defined through either ���Q���Q

2 	 or �m�Q�,
one would need another criterion to decide up to which Q
value such a frequency represents a real collective mode. In
fact, such quantities are defined and positive at any Q, thus
also in the high-Q regime where only the single-particle part
of S�Q ,�� survives and collective excitations no longer ap-
pear in a dynamical behavior approaching that of a free gas.

A generally valid criterion for the determination of the
excitation frequencies is the one that relies on the existence

of complex poles of F̃�Q ,z�. As long as a pair of complex
conjugated roots exists, the imaginary part �s is the fre-
quency parameter that appears directly in the time evolution
of the correlation of interest, that is F�Q , t�, as in �42�, �53�,
and �70�. Rigorously speaking, a characteristic frequency �*

is well defined only when a time correlation consists of a
purely harmonic oscillation, the corresponding spectrum be-
ing of the form 	��−�*�. If the presence of damping makes
the time dependence no longer periodic, giving rise to a line
broadening, the concept of characteristic frequency can be,
and usually is, maintained by operatively defining one pa-
rameter to effectively represent the position of such a spec-
tral line. For an F�Q , t� having the form of one oscillation
modulated by a decaying amplitude, it is just a natural choice
to assume as such a parameter the frequency that defines the
oscillating term.

This approach is further clarified if the dynamics of a
mechanical oscillator is considered. The motion of a point
mass connected to a spring working in the Hooke’s law re-
gime obeys, in the presence of friction, the equation

ẍ�t� + 2�ẋ�t� + �0
2x�t� = 0 �74�

which is formally identical to �1� when the memory function
reduces to a 	-function. �This justifies the name of the
DHO model.� From elementary mechanics it is known that
for �
�0 the solution of �74� with initial conditions
x�0�=1 and ẋ�0�=0 is x�t�=exp�−�t�cos��t−�� / cos � with
tan �=� /� and �2=�0

2−�2. � is then the actual frequency,
in the presence of damping, of the phase-shifted exponen-
tially modulated oscillation, while �0 represents the fre-
quency of the “free,” i.e., undamped, oscillator. In the DHO
fit model, then, ��Q� or ���Q

2 	 play the role of the “un-
damped” frequency �0, while �s corresponds to the true fre-
quency �.

The close analogy with the damped harmonic mechanical
oscillator also clarifies the problem of the damping and
propagation range of the acoustic excitations in a fluid. In the
mechanical counterpart of the problem, it is customary to
define the three situations corresponding to �2−�0

2 being
negative, zero, or positive as the regimes of “underdamped,”
“critically damped,” or “overdamped” oscillations, respec-
tively. Thus, the criticality is defined as the transition from
the existence to the absence of oscillatory solutions of �74�,
marked by the vanishing of �2=�0

2−�2. The application of
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this criterion to the DHO model of collective-mode dynam-
ics is straightforward. In the more general cases represented
by the hydrodynamic or the viscoelastic models, where more
damping mechanisms are active, a similar criterion can be
maintained by simply noting that if an acoustic excitation
propagates, there must exist an oscillatory, though damped,
behavior in F�Q , t�. In these cases formula �73� is no longer
valid, and needs to be generalized as done in the next
section.

It can thus be concluded that if the spectrum I�Q ,�� is
described in terms of any one of the models considered in
this paper, the parameters �s and zs are the quantities to be
taken for a correct evaluation of the frequency and width of
the inelastic lines representing acoustic modes. This is the
natural choice when fitting the generalized hydrodynamic
model, but we have shown above that all used models can be
written so as to display explicitly the presence of such pa-
rameters. Instead, in works where use was made of models
not including �s and zs in their usual fit parameter set, the
excitation energy and damping were given values not theo-
retically well founded. Also, the propagation Q range can be
consistently defined as that of existence of imaginary parts in
the solutions of Eq. �16� �57�.

VI. A FORMULA FOR THE DISPERSION CURVE

We show in this section that, if the parameters zj are ob-
tained from the fit, and the memory-function parameters are
derived from them using, for example, �49� or �71�, a de-
tailed study of the dispersion curve �s�Q� can be performed,
based on an exact formula.

In the dispersion relation �51b� of the DHO model, here
rewritten for convenience in the form

�s = ���0
2	�1 −

zs
2

��0
2	

, �75�

the downward curvature of �s�Q�, expressed by the second
square root, is only due to the increase with Q of the damp-

ing related to viscosities. In the more realistic case repre-
sented by the RB triplet, besides replacing ���0

2	 with
��0��0

2	, Eq. �75� must be modified in order to account for
the presence of the damping due to thermal diffusion. From
�7�, �30d�, �33c�, and �36� one obtains

�s =���0
2	�0DTQ2

zh
− zs

2.

Outside the hydrodynamic regime the RB triplet no longer
provides an adequate description of the spectral shape, and
�75� needs to be further modified. Using �49c� one finds for
the generalized hydrodynamic model

�s =���Q
2 	�T�Q�

zh
− zs

2.

Analogously, for the viscoelastic model �71d� gives

�s =���Q
2 	�T�Q�

zhz2��Q�
− zs

2.

In the same way one obtains

�s =���0
2	�0DTQ2

zhz2�0
− zs

2

for the Mountain theory of molecular fluids, and finally

�s =� ��Q
2 	�T�Q�

zhz2z3�1�Q��2�Q�
− zs

2

for the extended viscoelastic model of Sec. IV D. All these
expressions can be rewritten in the general form

FIG. 1. Results of the viscoelastic analysis of
liquid-CD4 simulated spectra �8�. �a� Fitted S�Q�
�circles; error bars are smaller than the symbols�;
the line marks the value of S�0�. �b� Dispersion
curve. Fitted �s �dots with error bars�; the other
symbols refer to quantities calculated from the fit
parameters using �71� and �76�–�78�: ���Q

2 	
�circles�, ���Q���Q

2 	 �stars�, and ��Q� �squares�.
The straight lines are ���0

2	=csQ /��0 �dashed�
and csQ �solid�. �c� ��Q� �circles� derived from fit
parameters using �71e�; the line marks the value
of �0. �d� r�Q� �circles� and �1−zs

2 /�2�Q�
�stars�, from �78�.
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�s = ��2�Q��1 −
zs

2

�2�Q�
, �76�

which, by comparison with �75�, shows that, in all cases, the
dispersion relation is that of a damped harmonic oscillator

with a renormalized undamped-frequency parameter ��Q�
defined by

�2�Q� =
��Q���Q

2 	
r�Q�

, �77�

where the renormalization function r�Q� is given by

r�Q� =

î
ï
í
ï
ì

1, DHO model,

zh

DTQ2 , RB triplet,

zh

�T�Q�
��Q�

� ,
generalized hydrodynamic model,

zh

DTQ2

z2

 1

�0
� ,

Mountain theory,

zh

�T�Q�
��Q�

�
z2

 1

��Q�
� ,

viscoelastic model,

zh

�T�Q�
��Q�

�
z2

 1

�1�Q�
�

z3

 1

�2�Q�
� ,

“two-time ” viscoelastic model. þ
ï
ý
ï
ü

�78�

From the power expansions of the width�s� of the central
line�s� in the various models �see, for example, �43� and
�B2��, one sees that r�Q� measures the variation, with in-
creasing Q, of the damping associated to such lines with
respect to the corresponding Q→0 limit values, with
r�0�=1.

To our knowledge, formulas �76�–�78� were not reported
before. Here we present some consequences of them. Before,
however, we need to remark that these relationships express
a mathematical property of the model fitted to the data, and
that whether �76� represents a property of a real system or
not, depends on the goodness of the fit.

The damping of the excitations is always described by zs,
which determines the exponential modulation of the oscilla-
tory term in F�Q , t�. From �76� it is found that the existence
of such oscillations is controlled by the ratio of zs

2 to the
quantity �2�Q� that also incorporates the structural effects
contained in ��Q

2 	. However, a very rich dynamical behavior
is included in the concise form of �76�. For example, in the
RB case �43� and �44� indicate that both zs and ��Q� are
determined by all the parameters entering the memory func-
tion �28�, and the same can be shown to hold for all models
of Sec. IV.

We are now in condition to understand quantitatively the
dispersion curve of a realistic system, using �76�–�78� to dis-
play the various effects that contribute to define the shape of

�s�Q�. As an example, we summarize in Fig. 1 the results of
the viscoelastic analysis, for which a good fit was obtained to
the simulated S�Q ,�� of liquid methane �8�, using the pa-
rameters appearing in �69� with the addition of S�Q�. We first
note �Fig. 1�a�� that S�Q� is nearly flat up to Q�6 nm−1, but
remains below S�0� in the range 0
Q
7 nm−1, where it
has a minimum. This is a well-known property of dense clas-
sical liquids �58,59�. Thus, one can appreciate �Fig. 1�b�� the
amount of purely structural effects by comparing ���Q

2 	 with
���0

2	, the latter being simply the dashed straight line
csQ /��0. The initial decrease of S�Q� produces an upward
curvature of ���Q

2 	, which at higher Q displays, instead, the
strong decrease corresponding to the de Gennes narrowing.
The presence of ��Q� with �0�1 modifies ���Q

2 	 into
���Q���Q

2 	, to be compared with its Q→0 linear behavior
csQ �i.e., the solid straight line�. Since ��Q� is a weakly
decreasing function �Fig. 1�c��, the initial upward bending
with respect to the low-Q straight line is reduced. However,
this reduction is more than compensated by the further factor
�1/r�Q� entering the first square root of �76�, with r�Q�
decreasing as shown in Fig. 1�d�. Finally, the second square-
root term in �76�, also shown to decrease in Fig. 1�d�, ac-
counts for the abrupt fall down of the actual frequency �s at
Q�10 nm−1, where the effect of the damping zs is strongly
enhanced by the decreasing of ��Q�.
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A very important result of the above analysis is that the
whole shape of the dispersion curve is due to the combina-
tion of structural, thermal, and damping effects, and that, by
means of formulas �76�–�78�, each of these effects can be
separately evaluated. In particular, the initial upward bend-
ing of the dispersion curve, sometimes referred to as anoma-
lous dispersion, is shown to be the effect of the initial de-
crease of both S�Q� and r�Q�. This holds true for the model
systems defined by the memory functions used in this paper,
and for those real fluids whose I�Q ,�� is well represented by
one of such models. We do not, however, exclude the exis-
tence of other possible causes of anomalous dispersion in
real systems.

Equations �76� also enables the use of the criterion de-
scribed in Sec. V for the assessment of the Q range of propa-
gation of the excitations. Being written in the form of the
square-root relationship typical of a damped oscillator, the
analogy can be pushed further to the statement that the exis-
tence of complex solutions to Eq. �16� is bound to the con-
dition that the quantity under the second square-root symbol
of �76� be positive.

If the same analysis is applied to the dispersion curve of
the RB triplet, calculated for example with the thermophysi-
cal coefficients of liquid CD4 �8�, one sees �Fig. 2� that the
upward bending of the curve is missing because �i� structural
effects are absent, being in this model ��Q

2 	= ��0
2	; �ii� ther-

mal effects are also missing since ��Q�=�0 is constant; �iii�
the damping-variation effect expressed by �1/r�Q� is com-
pensated by the factor �1−zs

2 /�2�Q� to the exact amount
needed to make �s�Q� have a downward curvature every-
where with the correct initial straight-line behavior csQ. Al-
though the RB triplet does not display the de Gennes nar-
rowing, the quantity zs

2 is increasing with Q so fast that the
above square root determines a propagation range limited to
a value of Qmax much smaller �by about a factor of 3� than

FIG. 2. Dispersion curve of the RB triplet calculated with the
thermophysical coefficients of liquid CD4 �8�. �a� ���Q���Q

2 	
=��0��0

2	=csQ �solid line�; ��Q� �upper dashed line�; �s from
solution of �31� �lower dashed line�. �b� r�Q� �dashed line� and
�1−zs

2 /�2�Q� �solid line�.

FIG. 3. Results of fitting the generalized hydrodynamic and vis-
coelastic models to the liquid-CD4 simulated spectra �8�. ��Q

2 	, cal-
culated from fit parameters using �49� �dots� and �71� �circles�,
respectively. Theoretical values calculated from �6� are shown by
stars �solid line as a guide for the eye�.

FIG. 4. Results of fitting the generalized hy-
drodynamic �dots� and viscoelastic �other sym-
bols� models to the liquid-CD4 simulated spectra
�8�. Error bars are indicated for quantities ob-
tained directly from the fit unless smaller than the
symbol size. �a� Half-width at half-maximum of
central Lorentzian lines: zh and, for viscoelastic
model, zh �circles� and z2 �squares�. Lines show
calculation of �T�Q� /��Q� �approximation �B2�
to zh, solid line� and of 1/��Q�−��Q��L

2�Q� �ap-
proximation �B3� to z2, dashed line�. �b� Ampli-
tudes of central Lorentzian lines. Ih and, for vis-
coelastic model, Ih �circles�, and calculated I2

�diamonds� and Ih+ I2 �squares�. �c� ��Q�; �d�
�T�Q�.
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what is actually observed in the simulations �8�.
All the relationships obtained in this section can only be

used if the parameters zh, z2, and zs are available through the
fitting, together with the derived memory-function param-
eters ��Q�, �T�Q�, ��Q�, and ��Q

2 	. The possibility of carry-
ing out a detailed study of the dispersion curve as done
above is thus bound to the use of the viscoelastic fit model in
the form �69�.

VII. COMPARISON OF THE GENERALIZED
HYDRODYNAMIC AND THE VISCOELASTIC MODELS

IN A TEST CASE

We present in this section a detailed comparison between
the results obtained by fitting both the generalized hydrody-
namic and the viscoelastic model to the test S�Q ,�� data
produced by the simulation of the CD4 center-of-mass col-
lective dynamics. The purpose of this section is not to dis-
cuss the microscopic dynamics in the specific case of liquid
methane, but rather to show that writing the models in the
common form �18� allows one to carry out comparisons
much more easily and to draw more detailed conclusions.

The fitted S�Q� already shown in Fig. 1�a� turned out to
be the same for both models. The results for ��Q

2 	 obtained
from �22� �or using �49c� and �71d�, respectively� are shown
in Fig. 3, together with the exact value �6� calculated using
the fitted S�Q�. One sees a small discrepancy between the
two models starting at Q�5 nm−1, with the viscoelastic re-
sult in excellent agreement with the predicted value. This
reveals a slight superiority of the viscoelastic model in the
description of the simulated spectra, as it also is found by
evaluating �2. From �38� and �69� it is clear that the main
difference between the two models is the presence, in the
second one, of an additional central Lorentzian contribution.
It is therefore reasonable to attribute the reduced accuracy of
the generalized hydrodynamic model to its inability to repro-
duce the central peak with one Lorentzian only. Indeed, the
parameters zh and z2 in the viscoelastic model have quite
different values �see Fig. 4�a��, and the parameter zh in the
generalized hydrodynamic model is therefore increased to
compensate, in an effective way, the lack of an additional
broader central line. This happens as soon as the amplitude I2
becomes significant, i.e., for Q�5 nm−1 �see Fig. 4�b��. This
interpretation is supported by the fact that the sum Ih+ I2 in
the viscoelastic model follows very closely the behavior of Ih
as fitted by the generalized hydrodynamic model. In this fit,
the larger values of Ih reflect, in turn, into larger ��Q� and
�T�Q�, as shown in Figs. 4�c� and 4�d�. In Fig. 4�a� we also
show that zh and z2 are well approximated by the low-Q
expressions �B2� and �B3�.

Figure 5�a� displays the dispersion curve �s�Q�. The two
models give very similar results, with a slight discrepancy
emerging again at Q�5 nm−1. The highest-Q point
�Q=15 nm−1� deserves here some more attention, since the
viscoelastic fit produces a value �s=0. This is not a spurious
result due to the difficulty of fitting �69� when the Brillouin
lines move towards the center of the spectrum because of the
slowing down of the oscillation of F�Q , t�. We have verified
that, if the viscoelastic model is fitted to the Q=15 nm−1

spectrum with the usual parametrization �see �15� and �59��
and the fitted memory-function parameters are inserted into
�61�, the quartic equation �62� does indeed have four real

FIG. 5. Results of fitting the generalized hydrodynamic �dots�
and viscoelastic �other symbols� models to the liquid-CD4 simu-
lated spectra �8�. Error bars are indicated for quantities obtained
directly from the fit unless smaller than the symbol size. �a� Disper-
sion curve �s. �b� Half-width at half-maximum zs of Brillouin lines.
At Q=15 nm−1, −zA and −zB �stars� replace the viscoelastic param-
eter zs �circles�. Lines show ��Q� �generalized hydrodynamic
model, solid line; viscoelastic model, dashed line�. �c� r�Q�. For
viscoelastic model, the total �circles�, and the two factors
zh��Q� /�T�Q� �squares� and z2��Q� �diamonds� are separately
shown.

FIG. 6. Results of fitting the generalized hydrodynamic �dashed
line� and viscoelastic �other symbols� models to the liquid-CD4

simulated spectra �8�. Differences between the simulated and the
fitted spectra at Q=15 nm−1 and ��0. Viscoelastic fit with com-
plex roots, dots; with all real roots, solid line. For comparison, the
peak value is S�Q ,0�=95.8�10−3 ps.
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solutions. However, the two real roots zA and zB into which
the complex ones have evolved turn out to be close to each
other �and therefore with large uncertainties, see Fig. 5�b��,
signaling that Qmax is just below the value of 15 nm−1. This
is consistent with the fact that, if the fit is performed forcing
zA and zB to be complex conjugated, and therefore coincident
when �s=0, the fitted spectrum is practically indistinguish-
able from that obtained by using real zA and zB, as shown in
Fig. 6.

Figure 5�b� shows the Brillouin linewidth zs and the
renormalized-DHO parameter ��Q�. These quantities too be-
gin to differ in the two fitted models around Q=5 nm−1. At
the highest Q, where the viscoelastic model requires to be
fitted with four real roots, zs is replaced by the parameters
−zA and −zB. At this Q value, all other fit parameters, and the
memory function parameters derived from these ones, are
not sensitive to the choice of fitting the viscoelastic model
with either two complex roots or all real roots. We also note
that with the generalized hydrodynamic model complex roots
are found even at Q=15 nm−1, with a fitted spectrum differ-
ing very little from the one obtained in the viscoelastic case
�see Fig. 6�. This means that the dynamical behavior at this
value of Q is indeed very close to the transition to the zero-
frequency situation, and the small difference in the represen-
tations of I�Q ,�� provided by the two models is sufficient to
span the transition region. Clearly, more detailed and accu-
rate data would be necessary to further elucidate this specific
point.

Finally, Fig. 5�c� shows the function r�Q�. As already
noted �see Fig. 4�a��, the factor zh��Q� /�T�Q� in �78� is close
to one for both models, but in the viscoelastic case the fur-
ther factor z2��Q� provides most of the damping variation
effect. In the whole Q-range investigated here and with both
models, r�Q� is smaller than its initial value r�0�=1, a fact
that, from �76� and �77�, appears to favor the propagation of
the excitations.

Thus, the results presented in this section show an overall
slightly better performance of the viscoelastic model with
respect to the generalized hydrodynamic one. This appears
more evident in the parameters related to the central part of
the spectrum, while rather small differences are found in the
description of the inelastic lines. One can therefore conclude
that, as far as this test case is concerned, the first exponential
term in �57� provides, for Q�5 nm−1, a more accurate mod-
eling of M�Q , t� than that obtained with the Markovian as-
sumption of a 	�t� term as in �46�. This important piece of
information would be harder to recover by adopting the usual
parametrization of the viscoelastic model and relying only, in
comparing models, on the �2 evaluation.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We remind that the goal of this paper is not to discuss
merits or drawbacks of the models here reviewed as far as
the description of collective excitations is concerned, de-
pending on the fluid, its thermodynamic state, and the stud-
ied Q range. We have tried, instead, to highlight the impor-
tance of a unified description that renders those models, and
the results obtained by fitting them to experimental data,

more easily comparable on a common basis. Moreover, we
remind that the discussion presented here was restricted to
the dynamical regime where the fluid does not necessarily
behave as a hydrodynamic medium, but still shows the pres-
ence of propagating collective modes. In other words, we are
concerned here with those situations where the concept of
dispersion curve plays a significant role.

Given these premises, the conclusions of the present work
are the following.

�a� The various models used so far in most, if not all,
published works to describe and interpret spectral data on the
dynamic structure factor of classical fluids are shown to be
expressible in a unified formulation, which underlines the
common features and highlights the differences among the
models. This representation is based on the expression of the
Laplace transform F̃�Q ,z� /S�Q� of the normalized interme-
diate scattering function in the form of a sum of as many
terms of the type Ij / �z−zj� as are the poles of F̃�Q ,z� /S�Q�.
The properties of a specific model are then contained in the
particular form of the second-order memory function M�Q , t�
that is taken to account for memory effects in the time evo-
lution of F�Q , t�. Depending on the choice of M�Q , t�, one
obtains ratios of polynomials with different degrees and co-
efficients. For all models considered here, in the Q range of
propagation of the collective excitations, there are two terms
of the type Ij / �z−zj� with pairs of complex conjugated roots
zj and amplitudes Ij. These terms contribute to the frequency
spectrum I�Q ,�� with a pair of inelastic lines at positions
±Im zj which have a Lorentzian shape with half-width at
half-maximum −Re zj, distorted by an asymmetric term dic-
tated by the condition that the first time derivative of F�Q , t�
be zero at t=0. The other terms have real zj and Ij and appear
in the spectrum as symmetric Lorentzian lines centered at
zero frequency. It is to be stressed, however, that the exis-
tence of two inelastic lines does not imply that such features
are actually shaping the spectrum with a visible doublet.

�b� The generalized hydrodynamic model, being the ex-
tension to higher Q values of the Rayleigh-Brillouin triplet,
is naturally and usually expressed in the form mentioned in
�a�. Other line shapes, however, and in particular the widely
used viscoelastic model, are customarily referred to by
means of formulas that have no apparent relation with a sum
of lines. It is shown here that the viscoelastic model defines
a four-line spectrum �again, irrespectively of whether a mul-
tiline structure is apparent or not�, three of which correspond
exactly, for Q→0, to the three lines of the generalized hy-
drodynamic model, with the addition of a second central line
characterized by a width that does not go to zero in the
Q→0 limit and an intensity which vanishes as Q4. These
properties of the viscoelastic model do not seem to have
been recalled in the recent literature, though already sug-
gested in the Mountain theory of Brillouin scattering from
molecular fluids. In the extended version of the viscoelastic
model with two relaxation times, one more central line is
present, also with a nonvanishing width and a Q4 dependent
amplitude in the Q→0 limit, where, however, this model
does not agree with the linearized-hydrodynamics theory un-
less it reduces to the simpler one-relaxation-time model.

�c� The use of the DHO fit model can only be justified in
those cases where the specific-heat ratio �0 is unity. In all
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other cases, it needs, in fact, to be supplemented by the in-
sertion of an extra central line, so that it works in practice as
an effective version of the generalized hydrodynamic model
flawed by the presence of an incorrect asymmetry parameter
in the side lines.

�d� The correct value of the acoustic excitation frequency
is the imaginary part of the complex roots zj. This is the
frequency with which the time correlation expressed by
F�Q , t� oscillates, modulated by an exponential decay, in the
presence of the various damping processes that are active in
the fluid at the specific Q-value under consideration.

�e� The other criteria for determining the excitation fre-
quencies applied in many works on this subject are not jus-
tified theoretically, and have been shown to lead, in some
cases, to an incorrect Q dependence in the asymptotic
Q→0 regime. One of these estimators, namely the widely
employed frequency position �m of the maximum of the lon-
gitudinal current autocorrelation spectrum, is, in addition, af-
fected by another problem, arising from the interplay be-
tween spectral position and intensity, caused by the
multiplication of I�Q ,�� by �2.

�f� As a consequence of �d� and �e�, it is shown that, in
order to determine the dispersion curve of the acoustic
modes, the chosen fit model should be better set in the form

F̃�Q ,z� /S�Q�=� jIj / �z−zj� with the poles zj and one of the
amplitudes Ij used as fit parameters, all other amplitudes be-
ing then univocally determined. We have shown that this is
possible for all the models considered in this work, and, in

general, in all the cases where F̃�Q ,z� /S�Q� can be cast in
the form of a ratio of polynomials in the variable z. This
uniform way of analyzing data would provide a far easier
comparison between different works than it has been the case
so far. Moreover, we have shown that, if this parametrization
is adopted, one can always derive the memory function pa-
rameters from the fitted quantities. For example, in the case
of the viscoelastic model, we have given the formulas that
give ��Q�, �T�Q�, �L

2�Q�, ��Q
2 	, and ��Q� as functions of the

four zj’s and one of the real amplitudes.
�g� If the models are parametrized as suggested in �f�, the

dispersion curve can be described by a formula, never re-
ported before, that links the various parameters. This expres-
sion is very compact in form, but incorporates a wealth of
dynamical features the combination of which determines the
precise shape of the dispersion curve. The formula shows
that the analogy with a mechanical damped oscillator, which
amounts to a mathematical identity in the DHO case, can be
extended to the other models, where more damping mecha-
nisms are present, by a simple renormalization of the “free”
oscillator frequency ��Q�. As a consequence, the dispersion
curve is seen to be the result of the interplay of �i� structural
effects provided by the presence of S�Q� in the second mo-
ment, �ii� thermal effects given by ��Q�, �iii� the Q depen-
dence of the width�s� of the central line�s�, and �iv� the Q
dependence of zs. More important, the found formula allows
for an explicit separation of each of these effects. Thus, pro-
vided that a given model is able to accurately reproduce the
experimental spectra, i.e., if the quality of the fit is good, a
full, quantitative, understanding of the dispersion curve of a
fluid becomes possible.

�h� For the same reasons as given in �d�, the correct mea-
sure of the damping of the acoustic modes is, to within the
sign, the real part of the complex roots zj, that is the inverse-
time constant of the exponential decay that modulates the
oscillatory part of F�Q , t�. The formula mentioned in �g� pro-
vides a unifying criterion for the definition of the transition
from underdamped to overdamped, nonpropagating, excita-
tions.

�i� The attachment of physical meaning to the fit param-
eters related to the width�s� of the central line�s� is a delicate
issue, as far as their relations to the thermophysical proper-
ties of the fluid are concerned. A direct connection can be
safely established only in the Q→0 limit. The Q-power ex-
pansion of any such fit parameter clearly displays in its
higher-order terms the mixed presence of all thermal and
transport-related quantities.

�j� A major result of this work is that the dynamics of
acoustic modes can be viewed, at each Q, as that of a
damped harmonic oscillator. This is defined by a character-
istic frequency which depends on the detailed properties of
the fluid, and is, in particular, affected by the microscopic
relaxation parameters through a renormalization mechanism.
The excitations propagate with an actual frequency related to
the characteristic frequency of the system by the square-root
relationship typical of damped oscillators, where the mode
damping is also determined by the relaxation parameters
such as thermal diffusion and viscosity. The same parameters
also characterize the nonpropagating modes through the de-
termination of the widths of the elastic lines. Thus, in the Q
range relevant to sound propagation, a full, consistent ac-
count can be given of the role of thermal and transport prop-
erties of classical fluids in shaping the detailed features of the
spectra of collective excitations.

�k� The formulation of models in terms of roots zj and
amplitudes Ij makes immediately evident which fit function
is to be used when F�Q , t� data are directly available, for
example, as a result of molecular-dynamics simulation, with-
out need of Fourier transformation to the frequency domain.
The fit model is then simply given by F�Q , t� /F�Q ,0�
=� jIj exp�zj�t��, where, again, the poles zj and one of the
amplitudes Ij play the role of fit parameters.

One of the advantages of the memory function approach
is that with very simple hypotheses on the time dependence
of M�Q , t� it is possible to obtain a rather richly structured
dynamical behavior, which is often able to account in detail
for the observed correlations or spectra. However, the
mechanisms that produce �second-order� memory effects in
the time evolution of F�Q , t� are not easily interpreted at the
level of F�Q , t� itself. For example, in the case of the vis-
coelastic model, the parameters ��Q� and �T�Q� have an evi-
dent meaning as far as M�Q , t� is concerned, but play a much
less clear role in the explicit time dependence of the corre-
lation function that we wish to describe. In fact, the time
constants of M�Q , t� determine both the three decay con-
stants and the phase shift of the oscillating part of F�Q , t�.
Conversely, it is the fitting of the parameters zj that gives
direct access to the time dependence of F�Q , t�.
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APPENDIX A

The Cardano method for the solution of the cubic equa-
tion �31� z3+g1z2+g2z+g3=0 requires the definition of the
auxiliary coefficients �=g2−g1

2 /3 and �= �2/27�g1
3−g1g2 /3

+g3, and the evaluation of the discriminant

� = ��/2�2 + ��/3�3. �A1�

When ��0, one finds one real �zC� and two complex con-
jugated �z�± iz�� roots, with

zC = u + v −
g1

3
,

z� = −
u + v

2
−

g1

3
,

z� =
u − v

2
�3, �A2�

where

u = �− �/2 + ���1/3, v = �− �/2 − ���1/3. �A3�

Being interested in the Q→0 behavior, we now use series
expansions in powers of Q. Using the explicit Q dependence
�30� of g1, g2, and g3, one finds �=cs

2Q2+O�Q4�, �= �DT

− ��0DT+�� /3�cs
2Q4+O�Q6� and from �A1� �=cs

6Q6 /27
+O�Q8�, which is surely positive for low enough Q �Qmax

being given by the lowest positive root of the equation
�=0�. Through the series expansions of �1+x�1/2 and �1
+x�1/3 for small x, one easily finds from �A3� and �A2� the
results �43�–�45�.

APPENDIX B

We investigate here the low-Q behavior of the viscoelastic
model. In order to do so, the procedure of Appendix A is still
applicable but requires the cumbersome explicit solution of
the fourth-degree equation �62� by the Ferrari method. We
follow here another approach. We first express the param-
eters of the memory function as generic power series of Q,

��Q� = ��0� + ��1�Q + ��2�Q2 + ¯ ,

�T�Q� = �T
�2�Q2 + �T

�3�Q3 + �T
�4�Q4 + ¯ ,

��Q
2 	 = ��Q

2 	�2�Q2 + ��Q
2 	�3�Q3 + ��Q

2 	�4�Q4 + ¯ ,

�L
2�Q� = �L

�2�Q2 + �L
�3�Q3 + �L

�4�Q4 + ¯ ,

��Q� = ��0� + ��1�Q + ��2�Q2 + ¯ , �B1�

where the lowest-order coefficients are known from hydro-
dynamics to be ��0�=�0, �T

�2�=�0DT, ��Q
2 	�2�=cs

2 /�0, ��0�=�0,
and, as mentioned in Sec. IV C, �L

�2�=cL
2 =� /�0+cs

2. Then, we
solve the quartic equation �62� by the perturbative approach
applied, for example, in Ref. �47� to Eq. �31�. The method
requires to write the generic root as z=z�0�+z�1�Q+z�2�Q2

+ ¯ , and substitute this into �62�. By taking only the zeroth-
order terms, one obtains �z�0��4+ �1/�0��z�0��3=0, which has
three coincident roots z�0�=0 and the fourth root z�0�=−1/�0.
The next step is to substitute each of the four zeroth-order
roots back into the equation to be solved, take the first-order
terms, and solve for the corresponding z�1�. The procedure is
then iterated until the desired order is reached in the solu-
tions. With straightforward algebra the following results are
obtained.

Two roots are real and their power expansions have
lowest-order terms zC�−DTQ2 and zD�−1/�0, and two are
complex with z��−���0−1�DT+��Q2 /2 and z��csQ for the
real and imaginary parts, respectively. The four roots are all
different. From �24� or �65�–�67�, one also finds for the am-
plitudes IC�1−1/�0, I��1/ �2�0�, b��3��0−1�DT

+��Q / �2cs�, and ID��Q2��0
2	�0

3. Thus, for Q→0, three lines
of the viscoelastic models coincide with the corresponding
lines of the RB triplet, while the fourth one vanishes as Q4.
The power expansions of the widths of the central lines, with
appropriate resummations, can be shown to give the follow-
ing formulas, correct to within terms of order O�Q4�,

zh =
�T�Q�
��Q�

+ O�Q4� , �B2�

z2 =
1

��Q�
−

�L
2�Q�

1/��Q�
+ O�Q4� . �B3�

All calculations reported in this Appendix can be as well
performed for the generalized hydrodynamic model of Sec.
IV A, starting again from the first three of Eqs. �B1� and
including the power expansion of the memory-function pa-
rameter B�Q�. Apart from the obvious coincidence of the
results with the RB triplet expression in the limit Q→0, it
can be shown that �B2� is also valid for this model.
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